The dS/CFT correspondence postulates the existence of a Euclidean CFT dual to a suitable gravity theory with Dirichlet boundary conditions asymptotic to de Sitter spacetime. A semi-classical model of such a correspondence consists of Einstein gravity with positive cosmological constant and without matter which is dual to Euclidean Liouville theory defined at the future conformal boundary. Here we show that Euclidean Liouville theory is also dual to Einstein gravity with Dirichlet boundary conditions on a fixed timelike slice in the static patch. Intriguingly, the spacetime interpretation of Euclidean Liouville time is the physical time of the static observer. As a prerequisite of this correspondence, we show that the asymptotic symmetry algebra which consists of two copies of the Virasoro algebra extends everywhere into the bulk.
Introduction and outline
In 1995, some years before the advent of the AdS/CFT correspondence, it has been noticed that three-dimensional Einstein gravity with negative cosmological constant can be rewritten as Lorentzian Liouville theory defined on the conformal boundary cylinder of AdS, upon imposing suitable Dirichlet-type boundary conditions [1, 2] . The Hamiltonian reduction procedure is achieved in two steps, with the non-chiral WZW model as an intermediate theory. In retrospect, this provided a first toy model of a conformal field theory that is classically equivalent to gravity in AdS, before string proposals [3] and higher spin proposals [4] were made.
Given the analytic continuation relating anti-de Sitter to de Sitter spacetime, it comes as no surprise that one can similarly rewrite Einstein gravity with positive cosmological constant (with similar Dirichlet-type boundary conditions) in terms of Euclidean Liouville theory [5] . More precisely, the Einstein-Hilbert action reduces to two copies of Euclidean Liouville theory, the first defined on the future boundary I + and the second on the past boundary I − , since these boundaries border the complete spacetime bulk. However, bulk null geodesics connect any point on the sphere I − to the antipodal point on the sphere I + . It has been argued, then, that the formulation of a full-fledged dual quantum theory, a "dS/CFT correspondence", would only require one boundary [6] . No UV complete string embedding of such a dS/CFT correspondence has been formulated so far but proposals using higher spins have been made [7] .
In the dS/CFT proposal [6] , the holographic screen where the CFT would be best defined is the future (or past) conformal boundary. There, one can define the asymptotic symmetries, whose complexification consist of two copies of the Virasoro algebra. One can also define the conformal dimensions and correlation functions of the operators dual to bulk fields. The presence of the cosmological horizon of a thermal and entropic nature [8] between the static observer and the conformal boundary however raises questions on whether the holographic description extends all the way to the static observer. In addition, even though one can define the Virasoro central charges to be positive, the semi-classical spectrum of zero modes, which corresponds to spinning conical defects [9] , is complex, which challenges the existence of a Hilbert space with a unitarity inner product. Such issues were further discussed in the literature [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Other holographic scenarios were also proposed [16] [17] [18] .
In this paper, we first point out that in the case of the three-dimensional Einstein gravity without matter the asymptotic symmetry group is not limited to act at the conformal boundary. Instead, one can extend the notion of the "asymptotic" symmetries and the associated conserved charges anywhere into the bulk. This fact holds independently of the sign of the cosmological constant. A convenient way to define the generators everywhere in the bulk makes use of Eddington-Finkelstein type coordinates which were thoroughly used e.g. in [19] . As a result, the conformal group acts naturally in the static patch beyond the cosmological horizon. This provides consistent boundary conditions (which are compatible with conformal symmetry) on any fixed radial slice and in particular close to the horizon.
It is then natural to perform the Hamiltonian reduction of Einstein gravity in the static patch, taking as a boundary a Lorentzian signature fixed radial slice Σ r with boundary conditions preserving the conformal group. Naively, one might expect to find Lorentzian Liouville theory. This turns out not to be the case. The Hamiltonian reduction is in fine independent of the chosen radial slice. Since a fixed radial slice close to I + leads to the Euclidean Liouville theory, the same theory is found on a fixed radial slice inside the static patch, namely
where the boundary terms of the Einstein-Hilbert action S EH were chosen to enforce the boundary conditions. The awkward feature is now that t, the Euclidean time in the boundary field theory, is a timelike coordinate of the boundary Σ r . Overall, our result is consistent with the dS/CFT conjecture [6] : we find a Euclidean CFT, even when the holographic boundary is a timelike cylinder in the static patch. Note that there is no holographic RG flow in the sense of [20] since no bulk fields are integrated out upon displacing the holographic boundary into the bulk.
Our derivation can be extended in a straightforward manner to higher spin fields as long as no propagating degrees of freedom are involved. We expect that the notion of asymptotic symmetry can be realized everywhere in the bulk and we similarly expect that the Hamiltonian reduction can be done on any slice in the bulk without any dependence on the choice of slice. The addition of propagating modes on the other hand is non-trivial and further analysis would be required.
On the technical side, we use the reformulation of Einstein gravity with positive cosmological constant as two copies of SL(2, C) Chern-Simons theory with a reality constraint [21, 22] . We note that the Fefferman-Graham gauge for the metric naturally leads to the highest weight gauge for the first Chern-Simons gauge field and lowest weight gauge for the second. Instead, Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates for the metric, which cover both the conformal boundary and the static observer, lead to a highest weight gauge for both Chern-Simons gauge fields. This distinction leads to some new features of the Hamiltonian reduction to Liouville theory with respect to previous treatments [2, 5, 23, 24] . Usually, one performs a Gauss decomposition of an SL(2, C) element around the identity in order to reduce the non-chiral WZW model to Liouville theory. Here, it turns out that a natural Gauss decomposition involves particular coordinates far from the identity, in order to parameterize the Liouville field without otherwise intricate field redefinitions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we derive the symmetry algebra of pure Einstein gravity in the bulk spacetime, both at the level of asymptotic Killing vector fields and associated conserved charges. In Section 3, we review the Chern-Simons formalism for asymptotically dS 3 spacetimes and present the classical phase space of spinning conical defects equipped with Virasoro gravitons in two sets of coordinates of interest. We perform the reduction to the WZW model and then to Liouville theory in Section 4. Our conventions are given in appendix.
Asymptotic symmetries everywhere
The phase space of Einstein gravity with positive cosmological constant in three dimensions can be written in Eddington-Finkelstein gauge as
where the functions M(u, φ),
Note that we will keep all factors of explicit in order to also discuss the AdS analytic continuation → i and the flat spacetime limit → ∞.
Symmetry algebra
The phase space is preserved under the action of the vector field
where the functions f (u, φ) and
Interestingly, the perturbative expansion in r of the symmetry generator in this gauge stops at next-to-next-toleading order.
At leading order close to future infinity I + (defined as the limit r → ∞), the vector field (2.2) reduces toξ
and its algebra is found to be
These relations define the symmetry algebra and can be written more compactly as
When is finite, it is convenient to define the coordinates t ± = u ± i φ. One has ∂ + ∂ − f = 0 = ∂ + ∂ − Y , which can be integrated for f, Y in terms of two arbitrary functions l + (t + ), l − (t − ):
The leading-order symmetry vector (2.3) therefore becomesξ = l + ∂ + + l − ∂ − − r 2 (∂ + l + +∂ − l − )∂ r and, expanding the generators as 8) one finds that the algebra of the vector fields consists of two copies of the Witt algebra
Note the relations (l ± m ) * = l ∓ m .
Modified Lie bracket and symmetry realization in the bulk
The bulk symmetry parameter (2.2) is field dependent (through the metric function J ) and therefore its algebra is given by the modified bracket [25, 26] [
The rationale for this definition is as follows. The ∂ µ derivative in the commutator acts on the fields appearing in the symmetry parameters. These contributions are then canceled by the two additional terms. The signs are fixed with the convention
By means of this modified bracket, one can show that the bulk field (2.2) forms a representation of the symmetry algebra (2.6):
The symmetry algebra is thus represented everywhere in the bulk of the spacetime even though it has been defined at infinity.
Surface charge algebra
The surface charges associated with the symmetry generator (2.2) are now computed using the covariant formalism [27, 28] . A 1-form δ /Q ξ 1 which depends on a solution g and its variation δg is associated to a vector field ξ. δ /Q ξ is defined in n spacetime dimension by
where
In three dimensions and with g given by (2.1), the surface integration ∂Σ is taken to be the circle (u and r fixed) and one finds that
Crucially, the 1/r term vanishes due to an integration by parts with respect to the φ coordinate. Because the remaining right-hand side of (2.13) is made of δ-exact terms, the associated charge is integrable and reads
Here, we fixed the normalization such that Q ξ is zero for M = J = 0. The charge is r independent. Therefore, this expression for the charge is the same everywhere in the bulk of the spacetime.
One could have also used the Iyer-Wald formula for the charges [29] , which is equal to the expression (2.12) with the last term removed. The final term might in general be non-zero for non-Killing vectors fields, such as the symmetries that we are using. However, the term evaluates to zero, and the Iyer-Wald charges are identical to (2.14).
The charge formula (2.14) makes explicit the relationship between the integration functions of the symmetries (f, Y ) and the integration functions of the solution to the equations of motion (M, J ). More precisely, the charge Q ξ in (2.14) provides an inner product between the space of solutions and the asymptotic symmetries.
, the charge is given by
which also makes manisfest the relationship between the functions (l + , l − ) and the integrations functions of the solution (L + , L − ). Note that the semi-classical spectrum of L + and L − is complex.
It is worth pointing out that the result (2.14) is valid for asymptotically flat, anti-de Sitter and de Sitter cases. The anti-de Sitter case is simply obtained by analytic continuation → i . The asymptotically flat case is then obtained by taking the limit → ∞. Since all quantities f, Y, M, J are finite in the flat limit, one readily obtains the result. (One cannot however use l ± m which are not well-defined in the flat limit).
More conceptually, the fact that the charges are independent of the radius follows from the vanishing of the symplectic structure of the theory. Indeed, the symplectic structure evaluated on the Lie derivative of the metric is a boundary term, ω(L ξ g µν , δg µν , g) = dk ξ (δg, g) where
) is precisely the charge (2.12). The vanishing of the symplectic structure implies that the difference of charge δ /Q ξ evaluated on two surfaces r = r 1 and r = r 2 constant is zero. Therefore, the charge is independent of the radius.
Algebra of surface charges: two Virasoro in the bulk
The transformation laws of the functions M, J under the symmetry transformation generated by (2.2) are given by
One can rewrite the transformation laws as
The algebra of surface charges (2.14) can then be computed with the Poisson bracket defined by
(2.18)
One finds
Therefore, one has 20) where K ξ 1 ,ξ 2 is by definition the second term of (2.19) .
, we find that the charge algebra consists of two copies of the Virasoro algebra
everywhere in the bulk, with central charge
Note that with our definitions there is no i on the left-hand side of the above relation (2.21) . This is in contrast to the AdS result [1] .
In the AdS case obtained by analytical continuation, it similarly follows that the BrownHenneaux realization of asymptotic symmetries [1] can be extended everywhere in the bulk. In the case of the asymptotically flat limit, we have shown that the bms 3 charge algebra [30] is defined everywhere into the bulk. All these results are valid for three-dimensional Einstein gravity without matter. The generalization with propagating modes is far from obvious.
Chern-Simons formulation
Three-dimensional Einstein gravity with positive cosmological constant can be formulated as two copies of SL(2, C) Chern-Simons theory with a reality constraint [21, 22] , with the action
where k = /(4G) and
2)
The equations of motion are given by
where We consider Dirichlet boundary conditions, which we will present in Section 3.3. The resulting classical phase space contains spinning conical defects studied in 1984 by Deser and Jackiw [9] . It also contains the "boundary gravitons" or Virasoro descendants which were derived in [6] . We will here present the space of solutions in two distinct coordinate systems which have distinct features. Fefferman-Graham coordinates are adapted to the conformal boundary and its holographic interpretation in terms of a CFT. However, already for the vacuum, these coordinates do not cover the static patch since they break down at the cosmological horizon. In contrast, Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates cover both the future diamond and static patch of global de Sitter.
Fefferman-Graham slicing
We consider asymptotically de Sitter metrics of the form
The complex functions L ± parametrize the phase space of such metrics. They are constrained by the relation L * + = L − . It is convenient to define the real functions
which zero modes are the mass and angular momentum. The coordinate system breaks down at τ = 0 or even at the larger
This coordinate system is not suitable to describe the coordinate patch of the static observer at the south pole beyond his cosmological horizon. To see this, let us consider the case of the dS 3 vacuum, with M = 1 8G , J = 0:
which is valid when
One recognizes the static patch coordinates after defining r = τ + 1 4τ , 1 ≤ r ≤ ∞ such that
This coordinate system only covers the upper diamond of global de Sitter, see figures 1 and 2.
To obtain the gauge field we have to specify the vielbein and the SL(2, C) generators. The choice of the SL(2, C) generators, τ a , should be consistent with ds 2 = η ab e a e b and Tr τ a τ b = 1 2 η ab . We choose e 0 = − r dr,
2 For book-keeping purposes, we have explicitly t = 1 2 
where L ±1 , L 0 are defined in the appendix. We then have η ab = diag(−1, 1, 1). The gauge fields A andĀ are then
11)
A F G = 1 2r
In the approach of [2] , the boundary conditions are specified at future infinity for the gauge field after the r-dependence is factorized out. An interesting feature of de Sitter space time in the Fefferman-Graham coordinates is that the r-dependence factorizes out not only at the future infinity but in the whole upper diamond of the Penrose diagram. We call the r-independent factor of the gauge field the reduced gauge connection a F G : 13) where A F G ,Ā F G and a F G ,ā F G are related by the gauge transformation
with K = diag(r −1/2 , r 1/2 ).
A useful property of this basis is
The reduced gauge connection a F G is in lowest weight form whileā F G is in highest weight form.
As a consequence of (3.15) they are related by
Eddington-Finkelstein slicing
Since Fefferman-Graham coordinates do break at the cosmological horizon, it is necessary to consider another coordinate system in order to impose boundary conditions beyond the horizon. We will now repeat all steps from the previous subsection in Eddington-Finkelstein type coordinates.
The phase space of asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes is now given by
where u ∈ R, φ ∼ φ + 2π and 0 ≤ r.
We choose
such that ds 2 = −e 0 e 1 + (e 2 ) 2 ≡ η ab e a e b .
From the choice of the generators and dreibein, we obtain the gauge fields
where we defined t ± = u ± i φ.
As in the case of the Fefferman-Graham coordinates the A − andĀ + contributions are zero. Again, it is possible to factorize out the r-dependence. We define the reduced gauge connection as
. Note that the form of the matrix K differs from the one in FeffermanGraham coordinates (3.14).
On-shell we find for the reduced gauge field
Since the basis of generators τ EF a is real, it impliesā EF = a * EF . A useful property of this basis is
Boundary conditions
Let us define a slicing of (a part of) spacetime into fixed radial slices Σ r , such that in the limit r → ∞, Σ ∞ coincides with the future conformal boundary I + . There is an infinite number of such slicings. Two examples (Fefferman-Graham and Eddington-Finkelstein slicings) were provided above. We then define the reduced gauge connections a andā as
such that a r = 0 =ā r . This fixes K,K ∈ SL(2, C) up to an SL(2, C) element on Σ r which corresponds to (t + , t − )-dependent diffeomorphisms tangent to the slices. For simplicity, we will assume that K andK only depend on r.
We are now ready to state our boundary conditions. They come in two sets:
The phase space in Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates clearly obeys the boundary conditions, with K =K −1 given above. In fact, the phase space in Fefferman-Graham coordinates also obeys the boundary conditions, once we realize that the definition of SL(2, R) generators in the boundary conditions is related to the choice of generators in (3.21) via the inner automorphismσ of the algebra defined in appendix. More precisely, we have the following relationship between the reduced connections obtained from Fefferman-Graham and Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates (and our choice of basis and dreibein):
Therefore, for Σ ∞ , K =K −1 = diag(r −1/2 , r 1/2 ) and after applying the automorphism on the a sector, the boundary conditions exactly coincide with the ones of [5] .
Note that in the two phase spaces that we considered, one has ∂ − A + = 0 and ∂ +Ā+ = 0. These conditions are not part of the boundary conditions but are only on-shell conditions.
Hamiltonian reduction
The Hamiltonian reduction in Fefferman-Graham gauge on the conformal boundary Σ ∞ is well known to lead to Liouville theory [5] . More precisely, the reduction of the entire bulk has two boundaries, one at the future and one at the past boundary. Here, we generalize this result to a Hamiltonian reduction performed over an arbitrary bulk region. We distinguish a piece of bulk bounded by two spacelike surfaces Σ + r and Σ − r in the upper and lower diamond, and a piece of bulk bounded by one timelike surface Σ r in either the northern or southern patch, see figures 3 and 4.
We will carefully derive all steps in the reduction procedure in the upcoming sections. In Section 4.2 we will emphasize the new features arising from the reality conditions occurring in the Eddington-Finkelstein gauge instead of the Fefferman-Graham gauge. We will see that it is then convenient to perform a Gauss decomposition of the SL(2, C) element far from the identity. 
Reduction to the non-chiral SL(2, C) WZW model
The first set of boundary conditions allows us to reduce the two Chern-Simons theories to the non-chiral SL(2, C) WZW model. Let us start by specifying the boundary terms in the action. We denote the coordinates 3 as (t, φ, r), φ ∼ φ + 2π and define t ± = t ± i φ. We define
Here ∂Bulk is the boundary of the bulk region under consideration at fixed radius r (with one connected component Σ r or two connected components Σ ± r ). Then, the variation of the full action S E [A,Ā] given in (3.1) is
From the first boundary condition, we deduce that a consistent variational principle is given by
We observe that A t is the Lagrange multiplier for the constraint F rφ = 0. This constraint on the initial data implies that locally A r and A φ are pure gauge locally,
where G ∈ SL(2, C). It is convenient to choose A t = G −1 ∂ t G as a gauge condition on the Lagrange multiplier A t . We then have A = G −1 dG and similarlyĀ =Ḡ −1 dḠ withḠ ∈ SL(2, C). We will assume that the decomposition holds globally (no holonomies).
Using the orientation trφ = 1, we have after imposing the constraint,
where we defined g = (GK)| Σr as the pull-back of G times K defined in (3.24) on Σ r . We also defineḡ = (ḠK)| Σr .
Therefore, the action is the sum of two chiral WZW models,
These first order actions describe respectively a right-moving group element g(t + ) and a leftmoving group element g(t − ). One thus has A − =Ā + = 0 on-shell. The first set of boundary conditions is therefore compatible with the equations of motion of the WZW action.
Additionally, we could reformulate the combination of two chiral WZW models as one nonchiral WZW model. To perform this rewriting, one defines h ≡ g −1ḡ and H ≡ G −1Ḡ = KhK −1 . We observe:
We are allowed to trade the variables from g andḡ to h and Π ≡ −ḡ −1 ∂ φ gg −1ḡ −ḡ −1 ∂ φḡ . The action then reads
Eliminating the auxiliary variable Π by its equation of motion, one finally gets
which is the standard non-chiral SL(2, C) WZW action for h. It agrees with [5] .
One can express the action in local form upon performing a Gauss decomposition of the form
whereX,Ŷ ,Φ depend not only on u, φ but also on r. We assume that the decomposition holds globally. For subtleties in the presence of global obstructions, see [31] . The latter Gauss decomposition allows to rewrite the 3-dimensional integral in (4.10) as 2-dimensional integrals using the relation
The 2-dimensional integral in (4.10) can be rewritten equivalently by replacing h by H| Σ since all factors of K,K exactly cancel in the trace. We can then combine all terms (keeping only the radial boundary term) and we find
where all fieldsX,Ŷ ,Φ have been pull-backed on ∂Bulk which is either Σ r or Σ + r ∪ Σ − r .
Reality condition and Gauss decomposition
Even though the Chern-Simons connection is complex, it describes a real metric and spin connection. Therefore, there is a reality condition on the connection components, whose precise form depends upon the basis of SL(2, C) generators used to express the connection in components. Moreover, there is also a reality condition on the SL(2, C) elements K,K used to define the reduced gauge connection. It reflects the fact that the submanifold spanned by (t + , t − ) is a real submanifold.
In Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates, we encountered the reality condition
together with
In Fefferman-Graham coordinates , we encountered the different reality condition
together with K −1 † σK = σ =K −1 σ K −1 † , see Section 3.1. The matricesσ and σ were defined in (3.23) and (3.15) respectively. They are defined up to an irrelevant overall sign.
We expect that there might be other reality conditions in other gauges but we will limit our discussion to two cases above.
In the case (EF), one findsḠ −1 =σG † τ where τ ∈ SL(2, C) and upon choosing τ † = −τ , one has H † = −σHσ. This then implies h † = −σhσ. In the case (FG), one findsḠ −1 = σG † τ where τ ∈ SL(2, C) and again upon choosing τ † = −τ , one has H † = −σHσ. This then implies h † = −σhσ.
In case (FG), as discussed in [5] , the matrix h takes the form
with u, v ∈ R, w ∈ C and uv + ww = 1 while in case (EF), the matrix h takes the form
with z ∈ C, r 1 , r 2 ∈ R andzz + r 1 r 2 = 1.
We observe that one can relate these SL(2, C) elements as
which reads in components as
The group manifold SL(2, R) can be completely covered with the help of 4 coordinate patches. It is natural to use the coordinate patch close to the identity in the case (FG), as done in [5] , using the Gauss decomposition 20) where X, Y, and Φ are function of the coordinates on the slice, t + , t − . Then, the reality conditions imply Y = −X and Φ to be real. After imposing the second set of boundary conditions as discussed in the next section, Φ will turn out to be the real Liouville field.
In case (EF) it is then convenient to use the relation (4.18) with the Gauss decomposition (4.20) . It is easy to see that this coordinate patch for h (EF ) does not cover the identity.
On the one hand, in the (FG) case, comparing the Gauss decompositions (4.20) and (4.11) and evaluating K =K −1 = exp(− log rL 0 ) at fixed r = r Σ we obtain
On the other hand, in the (EF) case, comparing the Gauss decompositions (4.18)-(4.20) and (4.11) and using the values of K =K −1 = exp(− i 2 rL 1 ) at fixed r = r Σ we obtain
In both cases, the action (4.13) reduces to
which is the standard action for the WZW theory. All radial dependence in the action has disappeared. The only possible difference between the Fefferman-Graham and Eddington-Finkelstein cases is the definition of the boundary ∂Bulk.
Further reduction to Liouville theory
The second set of boundary conditions on the gauge fields further reduces the WZW model to a Liouville action.
The boundary conditions were written down in the language of the gauge field components. Let us first rewrite these boundary conditions in terms of the SL(2, C) element h. One way to proceed is to consider the left and right moving WZW currents. They are given by
Using the definition of h = g −1ḡ we deduce
Using the first set of boundary conditions a − =ā + = 0, we obtain a simple relation between h, the WZW currents, and the gauge fields: In either case, the first pair of conditions are first class among themselves. The second pair of conditions can be understood as a gauge condition for the symmetry generated by the first pair, as discussed in [5, 32] .
Using the appropriate Gauss decomposition discussed in the last section, one can rewrite those constraints in terms of the Φ, X, Y coordinates, with Y = −X and Φ real. In both cases, (EF) or (FG), the first two constraints are exactly 27) and the second set of constraints, once combined with the first, becomes
The constraints are independent of the radius r Σ and independent of the choice of (EF) or (FG) slicing.
Before inserting the constraints we have to make sure that the action obeys the variational principle. This is the case once we add an improvement term to the action (4.23):
S impr = S total + k 2π Note that the boundary term in (4.29) contributes as −2 k 2π ∂Bulk dtdφ 2 2 exp Φ. The final action is therefore the Liouville action evaluated on the boundary of the bulk region, which can be either two connected components Σ ± r or one connected component Σ r , see figures 3 and 4. One can write the Liouville action in covariant form upon coupling it to a metric of Euclidean signature. It is bizarre that when one chooses the radial slice Σ r in the static patch, t is a time coordinate in spacetime, while it is still a Euclidean coordinate of the boundary action.
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A Conventions Orientation
In coordinates (t, φ, r) we fix the orientation as rtφ = −1. We use Lorentzian signature so rtφ = 1. In order to use Stokes' theorem we use rtφ = tφ . Therefore, tφ = 1.
SL(2, C) basis
In the main text we use real SL(2, C) generators:
with the commutation relations given by
Furthermore, we define the automorphism of the algebraσ aŝ
whereσ(a) =σ −1 aσ. This automorphism exchanges the raising and lowering Lie algebra elements. We also refer to the SL(2, C) elementσ = i(L 1 + L −1 ) with the same notation.
